
THE MOST IMPORTANT 6 INCHES ON 
THE                                           IS BETWEEN YOUR EARS.BATTLEFIELD
Greetings Soldiers from Kryptonite Microsystems. 
A new dawn is upon us. A new era is beginning. A new battle is shaping up. It is time for us to jump into a battle 
named BATTLEFIELD 2042 to show our bravery, intelligence and skills just like Indian MARCOS do in real life battles. 
 
MARCOS stands for Marine Commandos, an India division of a few of the deadliest soldiers in the world. MARCOS 
operates in all situation and terrains in air, land and sea with their ultimate might and skills. Most of the people are 
unaware of MARCROS therefore we did something to highlight this name many places. 
 
Electronics Arts is about to release their one of the biggest and most anticipated titles BATTLEFIELD 2042 in 
November, 2021 that we all are eagerly waiting for. But there are only a few people who knows that they first time 
have introduced our ex-MARCOS in the game that is NAVIN RAO. There is also a rumor of a map in Battlefield 2042 
designed based on ALANG, a place in Gujarat. These two additions are honors given to us by EA Games and we are to 
celebrate it with something special. 
 
Kryptonite Microsystems has come up with something special for all of our Battlefield fans. We have designed a 
battlefield 2042 themed PC specially designed for Battlefield fans and named it MARCOS to honor our brave soldiers. 
The PC is powered by intel i5 11th gen processor and Nvidia RTX 3060 to give maximum performance in all upcoming 
games. You could enjoy not only Battlefield 2042 but all the latest titles like Far Cry 6, Call of Duty Vanguard etc. at 
100+ FPS in Full HD resolution (FPS may differ as per settings in game). That is not all, Kryptonite Microsystems is 
also giving away copy of Battlefield 2042 standard edition to whoever purchases MARCOS PC before 15th November, 
2021. One lucky buyer will also get Logitech G Pro X Headset, G512 carbon Keyboard and Logitech G502 Hero mouse 
for free. 
 
Show your affection to Battlefield and to our deadliest force MARCOS by purchasing this beast gaming PC. 
We expect tremendous support from all of you soldiers in this campaign. 
 
See you all in the Battlefield…….

For more information please visit:
KRYPTONITEMICROSYSTEMS.COM

‣Tt LCS Certified 
‣Dual 120mm AR G B Radiator 
Fan 
‣240mm large surface radiator 
‣Copper base plate 
‣High Reliability Pump 
‣Sync with Motherboard RGB 
Software*

THERMALTAKE 
TH240 ARGB AIO 
LIQUID COOLER

‣PC Unit 
‣Monitor Unit 
‣Power Cables 
‣Display Cables 

INSIDE THE BOX

BATTELFIELD 2042 
MODDED CHASSIS
‣ATX Mid Tower 
‣0.7 mm Tempered Glass 
(Side)‣0.6 mm SECC (Body) 
‣EATX, ATX, MicroATX 
‣3x 120mm or 2x 140mm Fan 
Vents 
‣2x 120mm Fan Vents 
‣Black Color

ASUS PRIME B560
‣ATX Form Factor 
‣LGA 1200 Socket 
‣4 x Dual-Channel DDR4 Slots 
‣6 x SATA III, 2 x M.2 
‣1 x PCIe 4.0 x16 Slot 
‣1 x PCIe 3.0 x16 Slot 
‣1 x PCIe 3.0 x1 Slot 
‣USB 3.2 Gen 1 | HDMI 
‣Gigabit Ethernet

COOLER MASTER 
MASTERWATT 
550W 80+ BRONZE
‣550W Single +12V Rail 
‣120mm Cooling Fan 
‣Intel ATX 12V Version 2.4 
‣2 x PCI-e Connectors 
‣6 x SATA Connectors 
‣2 x 4-Pin Peripheral Connectors 
‣Durable LDB Bearing Fan 
‣Semi-Fanless Operation 
‣Dual Forward & DC-to-DC Circuit 
Design 
‣More Conductive PCI-e Cables

CRUCIAL 16GB 
BALLISTIX DDR4 
3200 MHZ
‣16GB (2 x 8GB) Capacity 
‣3200 MHz Clock Speed 
‣PC4-25600 
‣288-Pin UDIMM 
‣1.35V 
‣16-18-18-36 Timings 
‣Unbuffered, Non-ECC 
‣Low Profile 
‣XMP 2.0 Support

BENQ MOBIUZ 
EX2510S 24.5"
‣24.5" In-Plane Switching (IPS) 
Display 
‣HDMI 2.0 | DisplayPort 1.2 | 
3.5mm 
‣1920 x 1080 @ 165 Hz Native 
Resolution 
‣1000:1 Static Contrast Ratio 
‣400 cd/m² Brightness 
‣178°/178° Viewing Angles 
‣2 ms Response Time (GtG) 
‣Supports 16.7 Million Colors 
‣Dual 2.5W Speakers 
‣99% sRGB Color Gamut Coverage

INTEL i5-11600KF
‣6 Cores & 12 Threads 
‣3.9 GHz Clock Speed 
‣4.9 GHz Maximum Turbo 
Frequency 
‣LGA 1200 Socket 
‣12MB Cache Memory 
‣Dual-Channel DDR4-3200 
Memory 
‣Supports Intel Optane Memory 
‣11th Generation (Rocket Lake)

COLORFUL 
GEFORCE RTX 
3060 GPU
‣CUDA Cores: 3584 
‣Base:1320Mhz; Boost:1777Mhz 
‣Memory Clock: 15Gbps 
‣12GB 192bit GDDR6 
‣NVIDIA DLSS, NVIDIA G-SYNC, 
2nd Gen Ray Tracing Cores

CRUCIAL 1TB 
BX500 SATA
‣1TB Storage Capacity 
‣2.5" / 7mm Form Factor 
‣SATA III 6 Gb/s Interface 
‣Up to 540 MB/s Sequential 
Read Speed 
‣Up to 500 MB/s Sequential 
Write Speed 
‣1.5 Million Hours MTTF 
‣Micron 3D NAND Technology

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DEDICATED TO
MARINE COMMANDOS

KRYPTONITE
MARCOS

*Buy this System before 15th November, 2021 to get Battlefield 2042 standard edition on release. T&C apply.

OWN THE 
BATTLEFIELD
BUY KRYPTONITE MARCOS 
BEFORE 15TH NOVEMBER, 2021 
AND GET BATTLEFIELD 2042
*T&C APPLY.

TERMS & CONDITIONS :
1. All the components used in the pc carry manufacturer warranty available at respective 
service center across India. 
2. Online technical support is available for all the buyers during mentioed hours. 
3. Damaged, burned, used for crypto mining and liquid damaged don't come under warranty. 
4. Components/parts are subject to change depending on availability. 
5. Picture is only for reference and actual product may differ from the picture. 
6. Battlefield 2042 standard edition activation code for PC will be provided via email on the 
day of its launch/release that can be used only once.  
7. Offer is valid till 15th November, 2021. 
8. Decision taken by Kryptonite Microsystems will remain final.

*Performance benchmark and FPS mentioned are for reference only.  
*Actual performance may differ depending on in game details,platform and many such factors.

INGAME-FPS

CS:GO Valorant PUBG:PC Warzone Fortnite Cyberpunk 2077 Doom Eternal Battlefield 2042
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SupportTechnical
⇀ We stand with every high-performance PC 
that leaves our warehouse. 
⇀ which is why our support staff will always 
be on call during office time. We even use 
remote access technology, if you want a 
hands-off approach when solving a software 
issue.

WarrantyExtended
⇀ We offer 1 Year Part Replacement and 45 day 
shipping warranty plan with all Prebuild PCs. 
⇀ Optional extended part replacement and free 
shipping warranty plans for upto 3 years are also 
available. 
⇀ With these special plans you won’t have to pay 
for parts or shipping costs if your system requires 
any servicing.

UpgradeSystem
Need some repairs or upgrades on your 
system? 
⇀ We offer free labor on our systems and 
will do the work for you. 
⇀ We even offer buyback options for old 
hardware purchased from us in certain 
circumstances. ^t&C

Kryptonite MicrosystemsOnce you’re with the
have your back!we’ll always


